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These notes are summarized in Pointers for Participants 20. 
Please read these comments BEFORE the session. 

The Blessing of Undivided Hearts
The good person, out of the good treasure of the heart produces good…
 for it is out of the abundance of the heart that the mouth speaks.                                                        Luke 6: 45

“Purity of heart must involve integrity, a correspondence between outward action and inward thought, a lack 
of duplicity, singleness of intention… and the desire to please God above all else… purity of heart is to will one 
thing, God’s will, with all one’s being and doing.”                                        W. D. Davis & D. Allison   

Minds Distracted - Hearts Divided 
At all times multiple influences are competing for the attention of our hearts and minds. Every day, 
as we busy ourselves with the business of living, we ingest a cultural soup of alluring messages 
and assumptions. Together they present a world view that shapes our responses to life, defining 
“appropriate” thoughts and actions. Such “invisible” cultural assumptions color everything: the way 
we see; what we eat; how we dress, respond, behave, interpret the news, and even pray. They also 
influence how we perceive our identity and authority in the world. 

This kaleidoscope of images and impulses generates conflicting loyalties that can make us cross-eyed, 
as we try in vain to keep an eye on the multiple masters vying for our hearts. Consider the competing 
siren songs of success; career; popularity; health; wealth; convenience; gratification; economic security; 
control; perfection; cultural relevance... With so many messages and potential masters to serve, 
our vision can blur till nothing seems clear. Meanwhile, those who are broken, lost or suffering are 
relegated to obscurity. The cumulative affect of such divisive-distracting influences is a lack of insight: 
a collective vision-impairment which leaves us tossed and torn by the fickle fads and fearful projections 
of a consumptive culture. As individuals, as communities, as institutions; our life-energy dissipates, 
our loving attention wanders as we lose our focus (our mission). 

Why do you spend your money for that which is not bread, and your labor for that which does not satisfy?   
                         Isaiah 55: 2 

How do we know what is good and holy?
We all require prayerful presence with others—addressing human needs through compassionate 
practices—to refocus our vision and re-center our lives. To BE HOLY, we all need community (a shared 
life) where we can become fully human and whole. Holiness presumes that we help one another to reset 
our hearts on GOD’S justice. In this way we regularly “reboot” one another’s lives, bringing them back 
into focus with the loving perspective and outgoing mission of a Holy Spirit. We achieve this radical 
re-orientation each time we come together and invoke that benevolent spirit, whose “blessing lens” 
draws us into the loving gaze of our Maker. So, even as we bless this world, the way it appears and 
unfolds is transformed along with the hold it has on us.  Ultimately, whether and what we choose to 
bless determines how we receive, hold and respond to the world within our reach.  

In his Bearings letter, Rev. Peter Millar shares his poetic and prophetic clear-sightedness.  The next 
Bearings letter is by Cory Lockhart, program writer for JustFaith Ministiries and a reservist for 
Christian Peacemaker teams in Palestine. 

Note to Facilitators
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Next Steps
This session includes an individual discernment process to “seed” the dialogue for Session 21. In 
order to minimize the potential for distraction, distribute a copy of this discernment sheet to each 
participant at the end of the session. Encourage everyone to take the discernment to heart during their 
daily prayer time, and spend twenty minutes with the questions before you meet again. 
 
Earthen Vessels
During Session 21 you will be collecting the broken shards of pottery you distributed on the 
opening retreat. Toward the end of this session, instruct participants to bring their shards back for 
the final session. After Session 21 you will attempt to rebuild the clay pot, gluing together the shards 
you collect. This mended symbol features prominently during the commissioning day.  

You will need: Copy of Cory Lockhart’s Bearings Letter; the symbolic pillar candle; a small cross; the covenant 
cloth; matches; a music player and reflective music; bible (Mark 12: 28-34); refreshments; a small bowl with salt 
and another with active dry yeast; a pair of reading glasses; copies of the NEXT STEPS discernment page. 
Place the symbolic candle and the reading glasses on the small table with the bowls of salt and yeast. Participants 
need their journals and pens. Ask people to return their shards of broken pottery. Invite a group member 
to bring ONE quote from the Journal and ONE from a spiritual reading text  to share at the upcoming 
session. 

Co-Facilitator Prayerful Preparation
Arrive at least 10 minutes before the group. Set the room (circle of chairs, with one additional Bearings 
seat; small central table; symbolic candle and other symbols; covenant cloth; cross; bible; reflective music; CD 
player).  Light the candle. Have reflective music playing. Sit together in silence for 5 minutes.

Silence    Silence    Silence
Offer a word of blessing to one another or invoke the Holy Spirit with this prayer:

 Come Holy Spirit...   Bless our broken world…   
 Come Holy Spirit…   Bring us back together… 
 Come Holy Spirit…   Bring us down to earth…   

Centering Meditation (20 minutes)
Set the tone with reflective background music. As they enter, invite people to put everything down 
and sit in a receptive posture. When everyone has settled, turn off the music. Alternating voices, invite 
people into shared silence with these words:
  Slowly

 Catch your breath…   Still your mind… 
 Calm your body…  Quiet your soul…

  Pause 

Note to Facilitators cont’d 

     Session 20 • E n g a g i n g  H e a l i n g • 2 ½  h r s •  
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  …till you can feel the beating of your heart.
 Listen for the rhythm that punctuates your life…

  Pause 
  When we are angry…   it beats faster.
  When we are tired…   it pulses slowly.
  When we meet fear…   it pounds.
  When we fall in love…  it skips a beat.
  When we are distraught…  it seems to ache.

  Pause 
 LISTEN... to YOUR heart… 

  Pause 

  …your center, your core,  the source of courage, 
  the deep-seated knot which holds together 
  the relationships and motivations that make up your life.

Pause for a minute 

Silence    Silence    Silence
I f  y o u  w i s h ,  offer this reflection: 

 There Are Those Who See God in Everything… 
 He was one of a crew of catechists 
 serving the island communities of the Amazon delta.

  Leaving his family for days on end, he piloted the “church boat”
  bringing light and sustenance to isolated Christian Communities.

  Pause 

 Sometimes, at the end of the week, we’d dock at his home.
 It gave him joy to feed the crew and share the delights of his extensive family.

  His house, a bamboo platform, 
  with a palm-thatched roof that extended over the river bank. 

  Pause 

 His world lacked boundaries.  Even in his home there were no walls, 
 and not much furniture, save one rickety table.

  Yet, around this table he drew us tightly 
  into a miracle that transformed deprivation into simple abundance. 
  It began with his blessing:

  Pause 

  “Look at me, I’m the richest man in the world,
  surrounded by so many friends and loved ones.

  Pause 

Centering Meditation cont’d
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  God has given us shrimp from the river, 
  juice from the Acaí (ah•sigh•EE) palm to feed us. 
  What more could I need?  I’m already rich!
  Thank you, for sharing in my wealth.”

  Longer Pause 

 Standing by his side, receiving his blessing, I begin to see the world differently.

  Pause 

 The pure in heart seem to see something of God in everything.    Joe Grant Journal 

Invite people into an attentive mode, ready to receive the Gospel. Pick up the Bible and offer this 
instruction before reading the Gospel passage:

  As you receive this Gospel,  
 be aware of the images, places, people, feelings that stir within you.

Read Mark 12: 28-34

Silence    Silence    Silence
Pause before sharing this Gospel verse:

 Blessed are the pure in heart, for they WILL see God.        Matthew 5: 8 

Centering 
Invite people into Centering Prayer. If needed, reiterate the directions: 

• BE attentive to the sound and rhythm of your breathing. 
• SIT comfortably and close your eyes. 
• CHOOSE a short sacred word (like Jesus, Mercy, Peace, Love, Listen, Holy…). 
• LET this word be the symbol of your intention to receive God’s presence and action.  
• SILENTLY introduce this sacred word to welcome God’s presence and action.
• GENTLY return to the sacred word as thoughts arise.  

Strike the chime to open 10 minutes of silence. 

Silence    Silence    Silence
At the end of the prayer period, strike the chime to break the silence. Remain in silence with eyes 
closed for a moment. 

Bearings Presentation (20 minutes) 
The participant responsible for presenting the Bearings letter introduces Peter Millar, placing his 
picture on the empty chair. After the reading, the presenter returns the letter to the co-facilitators.  

Bearings Dialogue – Open Response Mode (20 minutes)
Pause after the reading and final Lectio sharing. Offer this question:

         • What touched you about Peter’s testimony?
Open the floor for those who wish to offer ONE heart response to the letter. 

Centering Meditation cont’d
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Select a reader to present the next Bearings letter (Elias Chacour). If possible, match the gender of 
the author with the presenter. Give the Bearings letter to the reader. Remind him/her NOT to make 
additional copies of the letter, but to reflect on it and come prepared to lead the Bearings process at 
the next session.    

Prayerful Listening (60 Minutes) 
 Call everyone back to the circle.

Silence    Silence    Silence
Alternating voices, share A N Y  part of this reflection:

 Being whole people involves wresting our lives free 
 from jealous heart-masters like… 

 privilege… self-righteousness… supremacy… woundedness… fear… 

  Pause 
 Such divisive forces vie for our obedience to gain a hold on our hearts. 
 Listen to these seductive voices:  
    (In two voices)
 You DESERVE better…   THEY are a threat!
 Hold on to what’s YOURS…  People can’t be trusted! 
 You NEED more…   If YOU don’t take it somebody else will!  
 They’re NOT your responsibility…  What have THEY done for you?
 WE are right…   Why listen to THEM?
 God’s on OUR side…   They are NOT like us!
 Don’t let it get to you…  There’s NOTHING anyone can do!  

  Pause 
 Which voices live inside you?

Intimate Listening (DYADS) (10 minutes)
Invite participants to divide into pairs. If you have an uneven number, form one group of three.  
Each person takes 5 minutes to respond from the heart to e i t h e r  of these prompts: 

• What prevents you from seeing possibilities and the potential for good?
• Who helps you see the world in a different light?

Pause and repeat the prompt. Remind everyone to pause before and after each person speaks, and 
to practice prayerful listening.  

As you call people back to the large group, invite the pairs to bless each other. 

Large Group – Inspirational Mode (40 minutes)
Open a moment of silence.

Silence    Silence    Silence
If you choose, share A L L  or A N Y  part this reflection (in two voices): 

Break (15 minutes)
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 Some seekers… asked an old monastic a question:
  “How does one seek union with God?”
 And the wise one said,
  “The harder you seek, the more distance you create 
  between God and you.”

  “So what does one do about the distance?” the seekers asked.  

  Pause 

 And the elder said simply,  “Just understand that it ISN’T there.”

  “Does that mean that God and I are one?” said the seekers.

  Pause 

 And the monastic replied,  “Not one. Not two”

  “But how is that possible?” they insisted.

  Pause 

 And the monastic answered,  
  “Just as the sun and its light, 
  the ocean and the wave, the singer and the song.  
  Not ONE. But NOT two.”                                   Joan Chittister 

Offer O N E  of these prompts for silent reflection: 

• How do you tell, and who tells you what is good?
• What does it mean to be transparent, single-hearted, focused  

in the way you live and look at the world?
Slowly repeat the prompt several times.

 How clear is your heart-sight?
Invite someone to pick up and hold the eye-glasses and (after a brief pause) share what is in her/
his heart. After that person has shared, s/he gives the symbol to someone else in the circle. If this 
person is neither ready, nor inclined to share, s/he holds the symbol briefly before passing it on. This 
process continues until everyone has had an opportunity to share. 
Thank everyone for sharing. 
Holding the eyeglasses offer this insight:
 “When the heart is right, seeing will be right. 
 If your heart is cold, your vision is distorted. 

  Pause 

 If there is coldness and un-forgiveness or the desire to do violence verbally, 
 or just to avert your loving gaze… you will not be able to see clearly. 

  Pause 

 The heart is not pure.”                             Richard Rohr

Prayerful Listening cont’d
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Inform people of the date and time of the final session (21). Ask everyone to bring back  
the pottery shard they received at the opening retreat. Refer people to the Pointers for Participants. 
A participant shares a quote from the ES Journal and a spiritual reading text. Invite someone to 
bring two quotes to the next session. 

Meditation (10 minutes)
Invite people into a receptive posture (hands resting on their laps, palms upturned) and ask everyone to 
close their eyes and place both feet squarely on the floor. 

Silence    Silence    Silence
Alternating voices, share this meditation: You may want to include reflective background music.

Catch and Release - The Blessing Way
 As we curse the dark, the injustice, the enemy…we let in a merciless, wounded spirit. 

   Pause 
  When we bless the loss, the brokenness, the fear…
  even with tears or questions,  we open ourselves to a liberating spirit. 

  Pause 

 Malicious intent seeds discord, just as heartfelt desire for the good
 illuminates new possibilities. 

  Pause 

  We hold within and between us real, re-creative power, 
  to bless whatever, whoever crosses our lives. 
  In blessing, we personally extend God’s healing-reconciling love.

  Longer Pause 

  Close your eyes. Cup your upturned palms and bring them together,
  as though you were catching raindrops.

  Pause 

 Into this holding space, invite a pain, a problem, a fear, a shame… 
 a person, an outcast, an enemy…

  Pause 

  Perhaps someone has hurt you…  Perhaps someone is hurting…
  Perhaps there’s someone you have hurt or neglected…
  Perhaps it’s a nation, a place which has been violated…

  Pause 

 It could be the darkness you carry within, 
 whatever you are tempted to curse or cast away…

  Longer Pause 
 Now, gently close your cupped hands, as though you’ve caught a delicate creature.  

  Pause 

Community Business (5 minutes) 
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 Bring your cupped hands in close, and open your heart to the spirit of renewal, 
 to a new way of seeing and bearing this reality.

  Longer Pause 

 Silently, with good will, bless the reality that you are cradling.
  Longer Pause 
 Open your hands and set yourself free to bless this world with peace and all good.

 A New Discernment 
 Hand out the NEXT STEPS discernment sheets; one to each participant.

 Where are you being led?  What are we being invited to give?
   Who are we called to be with? 

 Spend some time in prayer.  Open your heart.   Listen and wait for insight.
  Come back ready to share the fruit of your discernment.  

  Pause 

 Let us bless each other with peace.

Co-facilitator Afterglow (5 Minutes) 
When everyone has gone, revisit the session together.

•  Begin with a few minutes of silence.
•  Let a grateful word surface. 
•  Offer a word of affirmation to one another.
 OR
  Share your response to A N Y  of these:

I felt the Holy Spirit…
I was stretched or challenged by...
I have learned…

Meditation cont’d 

This concludes the session.

Look ahead to the next session or activity.


